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AN AIRPLANE RADIO DIRECTION FINDER
GENERAL required at least two antennas . An

other advantageous feature of this
The work of the research division direction finder is that it does not re
on the development of a radio direc quire the carrying of an additional
tion finder for use on airplanes has receiving set on the airplane . It oper
been mentioned from time to time in ates with any ordinary receiving set
past issues of the AIR COMMERCE BUL by the aid of an input unit , an output
LETIN . This project had for its object
the development of a direction finder , unit

, and a synchronizing unit .
The input unit serves to tune par

as simple and nearly automatic as
possible , capable of giving visual indi

tially the loop antenna and to switch

cation of the direction of the station
rapidly its connections to the receiv

received , and useable on the received
ing set alternately from one connec

waves from any radio transmitting tion to a second so that two sets of

station . The work has comprised the | voltages are alternately applied to the
design and construction of a number set . As will be explained in the fol
of direction - finder models , each model lowing text, the relative intensity of
incorporating improvements of clesign these two sets of voltages depends
and operation over the preceding ones .

upon the orientation of the loop an
A brief preliminary description of the tenna . When the plane of the loop
most advanced model was given in the antenna is perpendicular to the di
July 15 , 1931 , issue of the AIR COM rection of the station received , the two
MERCE BULLETIN . This article gives sets of voltages are equal . If the loop
details of its design and operation . antenna is rotated , say, to the right
In this direction finder a single one set of voltages becomes greater

small-loop antenna is employed . It than the other , while if the loop an
gives the direction of the transmitting tenna is rotated to the left the reverse
station and also sense of deviation of is true .
the line of flight of the airplane from The receiving set amplifies and de
this direction . In earlier models this tects these voltages and applies the
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resultant audio - frequency voltages to tion finder not only as a homing device
the output unit . The latter comprises but also for triangulation by getting
a rectifying arrangement and a switch - | bearings on two or more ground
ing device for reversing the rectified stations .
current through the course - indicating

instrument . THEORY OF OPERATION

OP
ANTENA

H
it
o

A

This adaptation o
f

the single - loop
SYNCHRONIZING UNIT antenna to direction - finding purposes

The synchronizing unit supplies the utilizes the field -intensity pattern

alternating voltages for accomplishing which results when the loop antenna

the switching in the input and output is not symmetrical with respect to

units by electrical means , thereby ground . In this pattern the positions

avoiding mechanical switching with at of minimum received voltage are dis
tendant trouble from arcing contacts . placed , and a difference i

s introduced

The synchronizing unit also serves to in the amplitudes o
f

the maximum
synchronize the switching in the input received voltages .

and output units so that for one con The field - intensity pattern for the
nection of the loop antenna to the re reception o

f
a transmitted wave by a

ceiving set , the rectified output current loop antenna is normally in the form
passes through the course indicating o

f
a figure - o
f
-eight . ( See fi
g
. 1a . ) Lack

instrument in a given direction , while
for the second connection o

f

the loop
antenna to the receiving set , the flow

o
f

rectified current through the course
indicator is reversed .

The method o
f using this direction

finder is now evident . When the
plane of the loop antenna is perpen
dicular to the direction o

f

the trans
mitting station being received , the two
sets o

f voltages alternately applied
from the loop antenna to the receiving
set (and consequently the two sets of

audio -frequency voltages applied to the
output unit ) are equal . The rectified
currents passing through the course
indicating instrument are therefore
also equal . Since these two sets o

f

currents flow through the course indi FIGURE 1

cator in opposite directions , because o
f

the synchronous switching of the input o
f symmetry o
f

the loop antenna with
and output units , the resultant current respect to ground may result in any
through the course indicator is zero . | o

f

the various forms shown in pat
The latter may , therefore , be o

f
a zero terns b , c , and d o
f Figure 1 . The

center pointer type and will read “ On cause o
f

these changes is the presence
course " for the condition outlined . o

f

vertical effect (that is , the loop

A little consideration will show that if antenna operating as a vertical an
the loop antenna is now rotated to tenna ) , and the phasing o

f

this cur
the left , the rectified current passing rent with the normal loop -antenna
through the course indicator in one current .

direction will be greater than that in When the loop antenna is tuned to

the reverse direction . The course in - | resonate a
t

the frequency o
f

the signal
dicator may therefore be connected so being received , and the ground is dis
that its pointer will deflect to the left . placed so that vertical effect is pres
Now , if the loop antenna is rotated to ent , the current due to this vertical
the right o

f

course , the course - indi effect is 90° out of phase with the
cator pointer will obviously deflect to | current of the loop antenna . This
the right . This direction finder there gives the pattern shown in Figure 1

b .

fore gives the pilot not only an indi If , however , the loop antenna is not
cation o

f

the direction o
f

the received resonated , the current due to the ver
station but also sense of deviation o

f

tical effect is in phase with the current
the line o

f flight of the airplane from o
f the loop antenna , and the pattern

this direction . shown in cor d . of Figure 1 results ,

By providing means whereby the depending o
n the relative amplitude
pilot may rotate the loop antenna by of the current due to the vertical
remote control , he may use this direc - l effect and that due to the loop an
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tenna . This latter form of field in - | gator to determine whether the station
tensity pattern , cord of Figure 1, is being received is ahead of him or be
utilized to provide direct reading indi hind him . Reference to Figure 2 will
cation of the direction of the trans indicate how this is accomplished in
mitting station . the model herein described . Suppose

that the radio wave is coming from
TWO FIELD PATTERNS D ' instead of a '. In this case the

field pattern X gives the greater in
It is possible to obtain two field duced voltage and tends to deflect
patterns , X and Y , Figure 2, from the the course - indicating meter in a cor
same loop antenna in rapid succes responding direction , opposite from
sion . The means for accomplishing that when the direction of the incom
this will be described later . In Figure ing radio wave was from C" and the
2 it may be shown that when the sig field pattern Y gave the greater in .
nal being received comes from direc duced voltage . To determine whether
tion C , the voltage induced in the loop the incoming station is at C ' or D ' it
antenna will be the same, OA , for each is necessary only to rotate the loop
field pattern . If, however , the signal antenna according to a definite stand
comes from direction O', the voltage ard rotation , say, clockwise . For di
received by the loop antenna for pat rection ( ' the pointer of the course in
tern Y will be OA ' , which is greater dicator will swing , say , from left to
than that for pattern X , namely QA " . zero center , then to right as the loop
Suppose , now , that the signal comes antenna is rotated through course ,
from direction ( ' . The received volt
age for pattern Y , namely OA ' will
be much less than that for the pattern
X, or QA " .
Thus , if means be secured for meas
uring the relative intensity of these
two signals , not only can the direc
tion of the transmitting station be
determined , but also the sense of
deviation of the line of flight of the
airplane from the direction of the
transmitting station . As explained in
the foregoing , this is accomplished by
means of a new output device which
tends to deflect a zero -center type
course indicating meter in one direc
tion when voltage corresponding to one
field pattern is present , and in the FIGURE 2

other direction when voltage cor
responding to the other field pattern while for direction D ', the pointer
is present . When the voltages cor will swing from right through zero
responding to the two field patterns center then to left. If clockwise ro
are equal, the currents through the tation of the loop antenna is adopted
course indicator are equal , and since as standard , it is preferable to use the
they oppose each other , the meter is orientation of the loop antenna such
at zero in the center of the scale . that the radio wave comes in from di
When the one received voltage is rection 0 , since with the loop antenna
greater than the other , the meter fixed , deviation of the line of the air
reading is at one side of zero and plane to right or left of the direction
when the one received voltage is less of the incoming station will result in
than the other the meter reading is corresponding deflection of the pointer
at the other side of zero , the amount of the course indicator . The direction
of deflection depending on the relative finder scale is therefore calibrated so
amplitudes of the two rectified cur - | that the scale reading corresponds to
rents through the course indicator . this orientation of the loop antenna .

Zero -scale reading corresponds , of
ELIMINATION OF 180° ERROR course , to the position of the loop an

tenna when the plane containing it is
This device , in combination with the perpendicular to the longitudinal axis
special single loop antenna arrange of the airplane .
ment, also eliminates the so -called It may readily be seen that the di
180° error . In most direction finders | rection finder described herein is not
it is necessary to provide a special dependent on any exact balancing of
“ sense " antenna to permit the navi . | the amount of current due to vertical
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effect with that due to the normal loop | viously explained . The voltage de
antenna field -intensity pattern . Asveloped in the loop antenna is ap
long as sufficient vertical effect is pres plied to unit B , the radio receiver ,
ent to distort the normal figure -of ["between the center of the loop an
eight pattern in the manner described , tenna and ground .
the direction finder operates satisfac
torily . This means that no balancing USE OF TUNING CONDENSER
devices to secure any relative balance
of currents are necessary . The tuning condenser C , is not
A further advantage of this type of strictly necessary for the operation of
direction finder is that it does not this device . However , if Ci is not
work on the loop -antenna minimum . used , the loop antenna is untuned , and
This makes the loop antenna a much | its pickup will vary considerably with
more efficient receiving device , and the the tuning of the radio receiver . When
direction finder is capable of being op - Ci is used the loop antenna is always
erated over greater distances than a tuned to a point off resonance , in a
similar direction finder using the loop predetermined manner so that the
antenna minimum method . circuit Li C, is either always capacitive

or always inductive for any given fre
DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT quency in the frequency range of the

receiving set . This may be accom
A brief description of the apparatus plished by coupling C, to the tuning
and the circuit arrangement is given . unit of the radio receiver .
Referring to Figure 3, A is the input It is not necesary that R . and R ,
unit of the direction finder and com be carefully matched to have the same
prises the loop antenna tuning and resistance , but they should be normal
switching arrangement . B is a radio rectifiers of the same type . An ordi
receiver , used for amplifying and de nary 3-element triode may be used ,
tecting the signal received on the loop with the grid and plate connected to
antenna . C is the output unit which gether as the anode , or a full -wave
is synchronized with the input unit A . rectifier tube may be used to serve
Zero -center course indication is ob for both rectifiers .
tained by means of meter M . D is the B. The radio receiver . - Unit B of
synchronizing unit and supplies syn - | Figure 3, the radio receiver , requires
chronizing voltage to input unit A and no explanation , being any of the usual
output unit C properly phased to se types comprising essentially a radio
cure proper reversal of the meter of frequency amplifier , a detector , and an
unit C as the field pattern of the loop audio amplifier . It must, of course ,
antenna is reversed . be capable of receiving the frequencies
A . The input unit .- Referring to A for which the loop antenna is designed ,
of Figure 3, loop antenna L is con C . The output unit . The circuit
nected at each terminal through block arrangement of output unit C is
ing condensers C , and Cs, to rectifier | shown in Figure 3. C , and C ; are two
tubes R R2, the filaments of which equal capacitors one terminal of each
are connected together and grounded . | being connected to the output of the
Two equal alternating voltages , of the radio receiver , and the other terminal
same frequency but opposite in phase , of each connected to half -wave recti
are applied from ground to the plates fiers R3 and R . respectively , which
of Ri and R . through equal radio - fre | pass current only when a positive vol
quency inductors L . and L . Conse tage is applied to them . The other
quently , when a positive voltage is terminals of R3 and R . are connected
applied to the plate of Ri, a nega - one to each side of voltage divider P ,
tive voltage is applied to the plate to zero -center meter M , and to con
of R2, and vice versa . It is well densers C . and C ; as shown . Ce and
known that when a positive voltage C , are each connected to ground at
is applied to the plate of a suit one terminal and the center tap or
able rectifying device the resistance movable arm of voltage divider P is
of that device is relatively low , connected to ground . R : and R , are
but when a negative voltage is supplied with equal alternating vol .
applied to the plate its resistance is tages , of the same frequency but op
relatively high . For this reason the posite in phase , through inductors L4
ground is effectively placed at each and Ls. Thus , when a positive voltage
end of the loop antenna , alternately , is applied from ground to one side of
once for each cycle of the alternating Rs, a negative voltage is applied from
voltages supplied by the synchronizing ground to one side of R ., and vice
unit D, and the normal field pattern versa , so that during one -half cycle of
of the loop antenna is altered as pre - | the applied alternating voltage R :
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importance , but it is also adaptable to | tubes . A failure in the radio receiver
marine use . It may be operated on can not introduce a course error .
the received waves from any radio There are no mechanical rotating
transmitting station and may be used parts , which if used would decrease
as a homing device or for position the dependability and increase the
finding by means of cross bearings . cost .
Tests indicate an accuracy of from 1° The most advantageous feature of
to 2° . The possibility of error due to this direction finder is its almost com
a change in the component parts is pletely automatic operation . The loop
remote , since neither the input nor antenna does not require any careful
output unit depend for accuracy upon tuning or pliasing operations , since it
the amplification of a vacuum tube or constitutes the sole means for recep
the balance of the amplification of two / tion of the transmitting stations .

NEW SYSTEM OF SCHEDULES FOR BROADCAST OF AIRWAYS
WEATHER INFORMATION NOW IN EFFECT

A simplified procedure governing | system than previously employed and
the hourly broadcast of weather in - is more convenient for the airman . An
formation to airmen in flight along airman flying along one of the chains
the Federal airways system by airways knows that the complete weather in
weather radiotelephone stations has formation broadcast will be on the air
been placed in effect by the airways at two definite times . For example ,
division of the aeronautics branch . from a station on the red chain this
All radiotelephone weather stations broadcast will come to him on the hour
have been divided into three chains or five minutes after the hour .
red , yellow , and blue. Stations on the The radiotelephone weather stations
red chain broadcast on the hour and broadcast on the frequencies of the
5minutes after the hour ; yellow -chain radio range beacons , making it neces
stations transmit at 10 and 15 minutes sary for the signals of the range bea
after the hour, while stations on the cons to be interrupted while the
blue chain broadcast at 50 and 55 weather information is given . With
minutes after the hour . the new procedure the range beacons
Stations on each chain broadcast in are interrupted for only a short period
series of three , the information of each near the beginning or end of each hour,
series being given at the same time leaving the rest of the period for radio
at all hourly broadcasts . For ex range operation .
ample , the first series on the red chain In addition to the hourly broadcasts
broadcasts on the hour ; the next at each station broadcasts the local
5 minutes after the hour ; and the next weather at 30 minutes after each hour.
on the hour. On the yellow chain , the This broadcast gives only general con
first series broadcasts at 10 minutes ditions, ceiling , visibility , wind direc
after the hour and the next at 15 tion and force .
minutes after the hour . The same When it becomes necessary to sendtype of procedure is true for the blue emergency messages for the safety of
chain . air navigation to an aircraft in flight ,
A pivot station , or the third station the operator stops the radio range bea
of each series , is also the first station

con , calls the airman on the range fre
of the following series . This makes it quency and tells him to adjust his
necessary for such stations to give two receiver to 237 kilocycles. The mes
broadcasts ; one broadcast on the sage then is given without prolonged
schedule of each series . As an ex interruption to the radio range signals.ample , the station at Cleveland is the However , single emergency messages
third station of a group composed of not over 12 words are broadcast on
New York , Bellefonte , and Cleveland the range frequency .along the blue chain , and broadcasts When an airman is aproaching aat 50 minutes after the hour. It is

field at which he expects to land
also the first station on the next series under favorable weather conditionscomposed of Cleveland , Jackson , and during a scheduled period for the
Chicago and broadcasts at 55 minutes radiotelephone weather broadcast and
after the hour . needs the radio range signals to assist

ADVANTAGE OF NEW PROCEDURE him in locating the landing area , the
range , upon request , is interrupted

The chief advantage of the new pro - only for a short broadcast of local
cedure is that it is a more uniform weather . It then resumes operating
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on its regular frequency and the com - hours after it is first broadcast . Pro
plete airway weather broadcast is longed dangerous conditions beyond 24
transmitted on 237 kilocycles . hours ' duration are covered by bulle

tins posted at terminal fields . A

BROADCAST OF OBSERVATION TIME radiotelephone station broadcasts such
information only for fields within 200

In broadcasting reports received by miles .
the radiotelephone stations from
points not on long -line teletypewriter BROADCASTING PROCEDURE

circuits , and also from intermediate
points on long lines where there are The broadcasting procedure now in

no commissioned United States use in the radiotelephone transmission
Weather Bureau personnel , the time of weather reports is as follows :
of observation is broadcast if it is Station announcement :
not within the 8 minutes that is gen Station call and name with State .

Example :WWO Cleveland Ohio . ( Thiserally allowed between the time of identification repeated upon comple
observation and the time of broadcast . tion of broadcast . )
Since hourly teletypewriter sequence (b ) Time :
reports are broadcast not later than 8 Correct time stated ;

Example : “ 9.00 a. m."
minutes or less after observation , it is c) Detailed Weather Report :
not necessary for the operator of the The detailed weather report is trins

mitted once only :station to precede such reports with Example : Clereland Clereland . (Name
the time of observation . The Weather of reporting station spoken twice ;

Bureau has agreed to furnish com name of State not broadcast . )
Otercast , raining .plete new observations for broadcast Ceiling two thousand feet. ( Ifat terminals at any time within the there is no ceiling , the operator

licur that a material change in broadcasts as " Ceiling zero . "
A ceiling stating a combina

weather occurs . tion of thousand and hundredi ,
Information on winds aloft to 13 ,000 such as 1,500 feet ., is broad
feet is broadcast by the radiotelephone cast as " One thousand five hun .

dred " thus avoiding incorrect
stations usually 4 times a day . This rec . ption . Ceilings of less than
broadcast is given after the comple 1,000 feet are broadcast as
tion of a regular scheduled airway hundreds . )

Visibility . five miles .
weather report. Just before the winds W’ ind , southwest 2 . (Spoken
aloft report is given , however , the " Twenty ." )

radio range -beacon signals are turned Temperature , 41. (Spoken " forty
one. " if below zero it is

on for 1 minute so that airmen will stated .
not be without radio guidance for a Example : “ Minus ten ." )
prolonged period . Winds aloft are Barometer 30.01. ( Spoken “ Thirty

zero four . "
broadcast , with a few exceptions , only Barometer readings of 30 .00 are
for points at which radiotelephone broadcast as " thirty zero
stations are located . zero . " )

l ' ickery Vickery .
If a landing field is dangerous and Overcast , etc . (Remainder of
unsafe for use the condition is re Vickery report followed by re .

ports from other intermediateported immediately and is included in airway weather observation
the airway weather broadcast for 24 station reports in sequence .)

.

NEW COLOR COMBINATION AND METAL DIRECTIONAL ARROW
ADOPTED FOR AIRWAYS BEACON LIGHTS

A combination of international | In the past, airways beacons in the
orange and white has been adopted by east have been painted yellow and
the Aeronautics Branch as colors for black as a contrast to the predomin
day marking of the rotating beacons ant green background , while in the
on the Federal airways system to sup west red and yellow have been used
plant the yellow and black , and red to show against the predominant yel
and yellow combinations formerly low background . The new combina
used. Also , raised directional arrows tion , international orange ( a shade of
built ofmetal longitudinal sections are red ) and white , contrasts satisfactorily
to be used in the future at new air with both general types of back
way -beacon sites to point the direc - grounds and thus makes possible the
tion of the next beacon on the airway , use of a standard color combination
as a substitute for the concrete type on airways structures throughout the
which has been in use on the airways . | United States .
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All new airway beacons, and bea - | shaft will be behind the power shed
cons now established which need re | while the barbed end and the rest of
painting , are to be painted in the new the shaft will be located in front of
color combination . The beacon tow the beacon tower pointing to the next
ers will be painted with alternate beacon along the airway . The total
bands of international orange and length of the arrow , including the
white , the orange bands being about space occupied by the beacon tower ,
double the width of the white bands . fuel tanks , and power shed , will be
The beacons and platforms, the di approximately 130 feet . At sites
rectional arrows , and the fuel tanks where the power sheds and fuel tanks
will be colored international orange , are not used the length will be about
while the power sheds will be painted 100 feet .
white on the sides and gable ends with The arrow is fabricated of strips of
a 2- foot wide international orange band | corrugated sheet metal bolted to two
at about midheight . The figures and sides of metal triangles so that it
letters on the roofs will be white on slopes from the middle . The triangles
an international orange background . are bolted to metal stakes which are
The boundary cones and boundary driven in the ground . When in place
markers on intermediate fields also the tops of the sections clear the
will be painted the orange color . ground by 212 feet. This feature , to .

gether with the sloping surfaces ,
XEW TYPE ARROW serves to a large extent to prevent its

being obscured by sand or heavy snow
The new type of directional arrow , fall. The arrow is somewhat cheaper

which is to be placed at practically all to construct than the concrete type and
new beacon sites , consists of seven is more visible from the air .
metal sections , from approximately 20 The metal type of arrow will not re
to 30 feet in length and a little over 2 place concrete arrows which are now
feet in width . When installed the in use , but will be used only at new
feathered end and part of the arrow | sites .

RECIPROCAL AERONAUTICAL AGREEMENT OF THE UNITED
STATES WITH THE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA

By a note dated October 12. 1931. | issued under the regulations in force on
the subject in the Union of South Africa

from the American Minister at Pre provided that in each case a certificate
toria , Union of South Africa , to the of airworthiness for export has also been
Minister for External Affairs of the issued by the United States authorities in

respect to the individual aircraft , and
Government of the Union of South provided that certificates of airworthiness
Africa , written on instructions from issued by the competent authorities of the
the Department of State , and the Union of South Africa in

respect of air
craft subsequently registered in the United

reply of the Minister for External States of America are similarly given the
Affairs dated December 1, 1931, the Sume validity as if they had been issued
United States of America and the under the

regulations in force on the
subiect in the United States .

Union of South Africa entered into a
reciprocal agreement relating to the ALL CIVIL AIRCRAFT INCLUDED
ieronautical trade . The arrangement
provides for the acceptance by the 3 . The above arrangement will extend to
competent authorities of the one coun civil aircraft in all categories , including
try of certificates of airworthiness for those used for public transport and those

used for private purposes .
aircraft imported from the other 4. The present arrangement may be
country as merchandise . The arrange terminated by either Government on 60

ment became effective December 1, days' notice given to the other Government .
In the event , however , that either Govern

1931 . Its full text is as follows : ment shou 'd be prevented by future action

1. The present arrangement applies to of its legislature from giving full effect to
civil aircraft constructed in continental the provisions of this arrangement it shall
Cnited States of America , exclusive of automatically lapse .
Alaska . and exported to the Union of Provisions for the acceptance by theSouth Africa and to civil aircraft con
structed in the Union of South Africa and one country of certificates of air
exported to continental United States of worthiness for aircraft imported from
America , exclusive of Alaska

the other country asmerchandise were2. The same validity shall be conferred
on certificates of airworthiness issued by included in the air navigation ar
the competent authorities of the Govern rangement between the United States
ment of the United States in respect of

and Canada , entered into in 1929 , andaircraft subsequently registered in the
l'nion of South Africa as if they had been the air navigation arrangement be
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